A WORLD WIDE SUCCESS! – LOGOSOL B751

A well designed band sawmill

ADVANTAGES OF THE LOGOSOL B751

The B751 comes with a partly preassembled sawhead and a detailed
user manual so you can get started
quickly with your production.
The B751 is manufactured in Sweden.
In its basic configuration it can saw 4.8
metres. It can handle large diameter
logs, up to 75 cm in diameter.

ü

Easy-to-set-up sawmill with partly pre-assembled
sawhead. Levelling feet are included.

ü

Robust and solid. A stable design that gives
you an amazing sawing result.

ü

One log clamp and two log supports are
included. They secure the log with great force
without damaging the timber. They work just
as well when you take the first cuts as when
you cut the last thin board.

ü

Large band wheels mean a longer blade is used
with more teeth, which stays sharp longer.

ü

Quick and accurate setting of the saw cut.
The sawhead is adjusted in fixed steps. One
rotation of the crank always equals 1 inch. One
step compensates for the kerf.

made in sweden

ü

Easy to keep the work site clean. The wheels
have fan blades, which both blow out the
sawdust and keep it clean and tidy inside the
sawhead. A great advantage when changing
blades and servicing the sawmill.

ü

Exact blade guiding, which you only find
on considerably bigger and more expensive
sawmills.

ü

The petrol-driven model has a first-class
centrifugal clutch that facilitates the engine
thrust while sawing.

ü

Last-Cut indicator on the scale helps you
remember the previous cut and becomes a
reference for the next cut.

The sawmill pictured is equipped
with optional attachments.

TECHNICAL DATA
CAPACITY

BAND BLADES

Max. log diameter: 75.1 cm
Max. cant width: 60 cm

Blade length: 3843 mm
Blade width: 33 mm
Blade speed: 30 m/s

Effective sawing length (standard*): 4.8 m

For more
information or
to see the B751
working please call
01267 237726

*Upgrade with extensions of 1.14 m
Min. thickness of last board: 24 mm

PRO BLADES FOR YOUR BAND SAWMILL
Specially designed teeth. Strong and flexible steel quality.
Suitable for highproduction sawing.

BAND WHEELS

MOTOR OPTIONS

Band wheel diameter: 50 cm.
Maintenance-free wheel bearings.

Petrol engine: 13 hp
Electric motor: 4.6 kW or 8 kW

Integrated fan for cooling and sawdust
extraction.

ORIGINAL
ACCESSORIES
FOR YOUR
BAND SAWMILL
Extra log clamp
Recommended for the B751. For firmer
securing of the log.

£87 +VAT

LOGOSOL B751
BAND SAWMILL

INCLUDED! Band blade,
levelling feet, one log
clamp, two log supports,
water cooling and
adjustable blade guide.
Two years warranty!

£4995
Petrol 13 hp or

+VAT

electric 4 kW (3-phase)

£549 +VAT

Quick toe board
For logs that are under 50 cm in diameter.
Integrated cant hook.

£105 +VAT

Save £21

£309(£330)
+VAT

Save £15

£245(£260)
+VAT

HSS Sawblades
For HD36/M34, 10 pcs

Save £21

£339 +VAT

Tooth hardened blades
For HD36/MX34, 10 pcs

Save £15

£265 +VAT

(£360)

(£280)

Accessory pack.
Includes: 1 pcs of the
quick toe board, 2 pcs
of the long log rests and
an extra log clamp.

+

Automatic Band Grinder / Sharpener
Razor-sharp sawblades are crucial for a
perfect sawing result!

HSS Sawblades
For the B751, 10 pcs
Tooth hardened blades
For the B751, 10 pcs

+

50% discount
when buying
a new B751

£135 +VAT
(£269)

Protective cover for
sawhead, B751. £185

Extension 1.15 m
1.15 metre removable extension for
the B751.
+VAT

£210 +VAT

New reduced price!
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All prices are excl. VAT and delivery. 60 days money-back guarantee, 2-year warranty & unlimited support!

All prices and offers in the campaign are excl. VAT and delivery and are valid until 30th of April 2018.
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